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Code Review in GitLab 

Introduction 

The purpose of this paper is to overview code review features in GitLab. 

What is Code Review? 

Nowadays, good software development practices always include code review, when 
another team member checks your code and asks you why did you do it that way and not 
another.  According to Wikipedia, 

 

Code review (sometimes referred to as peer review) is a software quality assurance activity 

in which one or several people check a program mainly by viewing and reading parts of its 
source code, and they do so after implementation or as an interruption of implementation. 
At least one of the persons must not be the code's author. The persons performing the 
checking, excluding the author, are called "reviewers". 

Where is Code Review in GitLab? 

 

Diagram: a basic GitLab flow we propose to our customers 

 

The standard software development cycle in GitLab starts with creation of an issue 
describing the feature, which needs to be developed, or a bug that must be fixed. The 



developer creates a branch on which he makes his changes.  She commits those changes to 
a git repository on her workstation and from time to time pushes her commits to GitLab. 

Normally, at this point GitLab Continuous Integration (CI) runs, which tests the changed 
software.  

Once the developer is satisfied with what she has done, she asks to merge her changes with 
the master branch (or another branch used for project integration) by creating a Merge 
Request (MR). This is the point where GitLab's code review starts. 

A merge request is the basis of GitLab as a code collaboration and version control platform. 
It is as simple as the name implies: a request to merge one branch into another. 

Merge requests allow you to visualize and collaborate on the proposed changes to source 
code that exist as commits on a given Git branch 

The MR page displays a great deal of information about the changes proposed. It contains 

the MR's description, information about CI/CD pipelines, followed by the discussion threads 
of the people collaborating with that MR. 

 

Diagram: a merge request 

 

  



MRs also contain navigation tabs from which you can see the discussion happening on the 
thread, the list of commits, the list of pipelines and jobs, the code changes and inline code 

reviews. 

The set of available GitLab code review features depends on the GitLab edition, as 
described in the following chapter. 

  



Code Review Features Arranged by GitLab Editions: 

 

What are differences of GitLab Editions? 

1. The first layer includes the free editions (also named Core Edition) 

2. The second layer is the Enterprise Starter edition (named Bronze in cloud). It offers 
the free edition plus more features plus 9x5 support 

3. The Enterprise Premium Edition (named Silver in cloud) offers no. 2 plus more 
premium features plus 24x7 support 

To learn more about differences read: https://almtoolbox.com/blog/how-to-select-gitlab-
version-right-pricing/ 

 

Free (Core) edition and all Enterprise editions: 

1. Merge Request Templates 

You can make a template for every MR submitted in order to help users communicate 
with other contributors effectively. Templates can be used for feature proposal, 
feature improvement, documentation, bug report, a new blog post and more 

 

Diagram: New merge request is submitted. Users have to select one of the templates – and 

the selected template is guided them how to add description and provide details. 

https://almtoolbox.com/blog/how-to-select-gitlab-version-right-pricing/
https://almtoolbox.com/blog/how-to-select-gitlab-version-right-pricing/


2. Merge Request API 

You can automate GitLab via a simple and powerful API. The API is very rich and support 

dozens of actions you can handle and automate, including list merge requests; create a 

merge request; create a merge request pipeline; accept a MR; delete a MR; get a list of 

all merge requests shipped in a deployment and many more. 

 

3. Merge When Pipeline Succeeds 

When reviewing a merge request that looks ready to merge but still has one or more CI 

jobs running, you can set it to be merged automatically when the jobs pipeline 

succeeds. This way, you don’t have to wait for the jobs to finish and remember to 

merge the request manually. 

 

Diagram: Turned-on "merge when pipeline succeeds" 

 

4. Only Allow Merge Requests to Be Merged if the Pipeline Succeeds 

You can prevent merge requests from being merged if their pipeline did not succeed.  

This works for both GitLab CI/CD pipelines and external CI tools (e.g. Jenkins) 

 

5. Work in Progress Merge Requests (WIP)  

Prevent merge requests from accidentally being accepted before they’re completely 
ready by marking them as "Work in Progress" (WIP) 

 



Diagram: a merge request that's currently in "WIP" state 

 

6. Assignee 

Assign a user to an issue or a merge request, indicating responsibility for it. 

 

7. Merge Request Commit Discussions  

Comment on a commit within the context of a merge request. 

 

8. Image Discussions 

In a merge request context, you can have a discussion about an image. Moreover, you 

can have multiple discussions specifying different areas of an image.  

 

 

Diagram: you can target a specific coordinate of an image and start a thread around it. 

Image threads are available in merge requests and commit detail views 

9. Inline commenting and discussion resolution  

You can leave comments and resolve discussions on specific lines of code. Merge 

request inline comments are interpreted as a discussion and can be left on any line, 
changed or unchanged. You can configure your project to only accept merge requests 
when all discussions are resolved. 



 

Diagram: inline commenting 

 

10. Only allow merge requests to be merged if all treads are resolved 

You can prevent merge requests from being merged if there remain unresolved 

discussion threads. 

 

11. Suggest Changes  

Collaborating on merge requests without copy/pasting to accept a suggested change. 

Changes can be suggested when leaving a comment on a merge request diff and 

accepted with a single click. 

Starting at GitLab 12.7, it now supports configuring a commit message template for the 

commits created by GitLab when applying a suggested change, so to that is valid 

according to your commit message push rule. 

12. Diff Highlighting for Merge Request Suggestions (new at v 12.7) 

Differences highlighting of suggested changes makes it obvious which words and 

characters have changed, so that you can apply the suggestion with confidence 



 

Diagram: Diff highlighting (12.6 v 12.7) 

 

13. Merge Request Diff File Navigation 

The Changes tab shows you files changed in your merge request. If you have many 

changed files, you can navigate between changed files using the file tree or file list. 

From that list, you can quickly jump to any changed file. 

 

 

14. Merge Requests Commit Navigation (New at V 13.0) 

This is useful when you have several commits in your merge request. On the Commits 

tab, click one of the commits to open the single-commit view. There you can see 

changes done in that commit. From there, go to other commits by clicking the Prev and 

Next buttons on the top-right of the page or by using the X and C keyboard shortcuts.  

15. HEAD Comparison Mode for Merge Requests (New at V 12.10) 

The standard comparison in a MR Changes tab uses the base of the two branches. Now 

there is a new comparison mode, which shows a diff calculated by simulating how it 

would look like once the branches are merged. The new mode is available from the 

comparison target drop down by selecting master (HEAD). 



 

16. Protected Branches  

You can declare a branch as protected and select which users (and only they) are 

allowed to push to it. 

 

17. Preview your Changes with Review Apps 

You can create a new environment for each one of your branches, speeding up your 

development process. Spin up dynamic environments for your merge requests with the 

ability to preview your branch in a live environment and apply an applicative code 

review 

 

18. Code intelligence powered by Sourcegraph 

Developers rely on go-to definitions and find references when writing software, but 

historically these haven’t been available when reviewing code. Sourcegraph’s powerful 

code navigation is now available in GitLab when browsing code or reviewing merge 

requests. 

Sourcegraph provides code intelligence features, natively integrated into the GitLab UI. 

 

19. Display the Deployment Time of a Merge Request (New at V 12.7) 

The Merge Request widget shows the environment name and the time of the 

deployment in every merge request (previously, in order to determine when the last 

deploy took place, one would need to go through the list of commits and pipelines to 

get this information). By tracking merge requests, developers will be able to easily see 

when their changes made it into a certain environment. 



 

Diagram: deployment time of a merge request 

 

Available from Starter (self-hosted) or Bronze (gitlab.com cloud) Enterprise 

Editions 

20.  Code Review Analytics (new at version 12.7) 

Code review is where incoming changes can stall, because of a missed handoff, a key 

individual going on vacation, or a backlog of items to review. Cycle time depends on 

timely code review to keep your team shipping. 

Code Review Analytics to highlight the status of merge requests in review. 

The Analytics starts the review process as soon as a merge request receives a non-

author comment, and keeps track of how long a merge request has been open since. 

The highlighted merge requests in the table show review time in descending order, so 

it’s easy to find merge requests that might need intervention or breaking down further 

 

Diagram: Code Review Analytics 



21. Merge Approvals  

Make sure that every merge request is approved by one or more people before it is 

merged. You can set the number of necessary approvals and predefine a list of 
approvers that will need to approve every merge request in a project. 

 

Diagram: Merge approvals 

 

22. Multiple Approvers in Code Review 

Make sure that every merge request is approved by one or more people. You can set 

the number of necessary approvals and predefine a list of approvers that will need to 

approve every merge request in a project. 

 

23. Code Owners 

You can assign Code Owners to files to indicate the team members responsible for 

code in your project. Code owners are assigned automatically as merge request 

approvers, can be set as required approvers and shown when viewing files. 

 



24. Code Quality 

You can analyze your source code quality using GitLab Code Quality reports, available in 

the merge request widget area. It gives you an early insight into how the change will 

affect the health of your code before deciding if you want to accept it. 

 

Diagram: The metrics show that code improved in 4 points and degraded on 1 point  

 
  



Features available from Premium (self-hosted) or Silver (gitlab.com cloud) 

Enterprise Editions: 

25. Merge Request Reviews  

Draft multiple comments in a merge request code review, before reviewing and 

submitting them together all at once:  

 

Diagram: MR reviews 

 

26. Approval Rules for Code Review 

Specify lists of eligible approvers and minimum number of approvals for each MR. In 

particular, if you want all MRs to be approved by a single specific person, you can set 

that person as an approver and set the minimum number of approvals to one. 

Approval Rules for Merge Requests set at the project level can be required selectively 

based on the target branch of the merge request. This allows restrictive approval rules 

to apply exactly when needed, and even different approval rules to apply to different 

branches like for stable release branches. 

27. Approval Rules Scoped to Protected Branch 

Approval rules are often only relevant to specific branches, like master. When you 

configure Default Approval Rules, you can tell that they apply  to a specific protected 

branch or to all the protected branches. 

https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/project/merge_requests/merge_request_approvals.html#adding--editing-a-default-approval-rule


 

28. Merge Request Dependencies  

Coordinate the order in which merge requests are merged within the same project 

and/or across different projects. For instance: it can help you ensure that changes to a 

library are merged before changes to a project that imports the library. 

29. Protected Branches Approval by Code Owners  

On a protected branch, it is possible to require at least one approval by a Code Owner 

to a file changed by the merge request. 

 

We hope you find this paper beneficial!  Contact us for any feedback: 

gitlab@almtoolbox.com 
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ALM-Toolbox company is a GitLab premier partner. We have experts that can help you with 

the following: 

• Plan a new implementation and setting up new environments 

• Implement integration with JIRA, Jenkins, SonarQube, Rancher, Artifactory and 

more 

• SLA -based managed services (GitLab as a Service) 

• Customizations, building CI/CD pipelines and add-ons development 

• Training of GitLab, git and software development flows 

• Implement migration from git, SVN, Bitbucket, GitHub, Jenkins, ClearCase, RTC, JIRA, 

and more 

• We can help you with saving costs of GitLab licenses 

Contact us: gitlab@almtoolbox.com or 866-503-1471 (USA/Canada) / +972-722-405-222 

 

 

 

Related Links: 

• Get a Quote 

• Better understanding of GitLab editions and pricing 
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